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Vincenzo Celauro Reading 6 11/03/10 Report about the article „ Armed & 

Underage“ In the article “ Armed & Underage”, Jeffrey Gettleman writes 

about innocent children that are forced to serve as soldiers involuntarily. A 

group against the use of children soldiers defines a child soldier as “ anyone 

under the age of 18 who is a member of government armed forces or any 

other armed group”. At first the author presents why and how children are 

used as soldiers. The problem is that parents often can’t support their 

children, so they have to give them away to the army. 

For the military children soldiers are perfect, because they are “ easily 

manipulated, intensely loyal, fearless, and, most important, in endless 

supply”. They are often seen as ideal weapons and are used by rebels and 

terrorists as suicide bombers, combatants , spies, and to plant mines. The 

second issue the author writes about are the critical areas in Africa, where a 

lot of bad people has nothing more in their heads than “ plunder, greed, and 

power “. Because of many wars between and inside Africa’s countries the 

criminality rises, therefore rebels use often children soldiers to fight e. . , for 

their mineral resources like gold and diamonds. Although the U. S. 

government support Somalia soldiers, they are against the use of children 

soldiers. However, the Somalia government admits that “ they are trying to 

find anyone who could carry a weapon”. Furthermore it is difficult to find out 

how old the children are. The article goes on to tell about the conditions of 

the children who are doomed to serve as a soldier. The children often don’t 

have a choice. They grew up with criminality, their psyches are damaged 

and often they are leaved by their parents. 
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Instead of going to school or playing in a park, they have been “ 

brainwashed” and work for the military. The article “ Armed & Underage” 

shows significant problems about the use of children around the world. 

Nowadays the international justice system pursues those who use children. 

Gettleman concludes his article with a statement of Neil Boothy, a Columbia 

University professor who studies child soldiers. He’s message is: Stop the use

of children soldiers otherwise you could get punished. 

Today thousands of innocent children die because they are used as soldiers. 

This article makes me wonder why this continues, but it also makes me 

wonders why other countries don’t react massively against this inhumanity. 

What can we do to stop this violence? Is it not our responsibility to save the 

children? It is very difficult to understand, why these people act like evils. I 

also ask me if the responsible use their own children. It is very heartless. The

article makes me very sad and I’m very shocked to hear how many children 

have this destiny. 

However, “ Armed & Underage” is an excellent article about the use of 

children soldiers and shows the problematic of a forgotten issue of the world.

Vocabulary: combatant: A combatant is someone who takes a direct part in 

the fighting of an armed conflict. adolescent: A young person who has 

undergone puberty but who has not reached full maturity; * Teenager to 

struggle: to progress (go on) with difficulty persistent: repetitive or 

continuous prosecute: To pursue (an undertaking, for example) until 

completion; follow to the very end. 
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